In this note we define a rather pathological connectedness property of Hausdorff spaces which is stronger than ordinary connectedness. We obtain a few basic properties of such spaces and derive a method for constructing them. It turns out that countable Hausdorff spaces having the connectedness property are as easily constructed as uncountable ones. Hence we have still another method for constructing countable connected Hausdorff spaces.
In this note we define a rather pathological connectedness property of Hausdorff spaces which is stronger than ordinary connectedness. We obtain a few basic properties of such spaces and derive a method for constructing them. It turns out that countable Hausdorff spaces having the connectedness property are as easily constructed as uncountable ones. Hence we have still another method for constructing countable connected Hausdorff spaces. DEFINITION . The subset K of the space X saturates X if K is infinite and for each open set U in X, K-U is finite. The space X is said to be saturated if X is a point or some subset of X saturates X. THEOREM 
If U is an open subset of the saturated space X, then U is connected.
PROOF. Suppose K is a subset of X that saturates X and C/is an open subset of X such that U is not connected. Then U is the union of two disjoint closed sets R and S. U-S is open, U-S £ R, and hence K-R is finite. Similarly, K-S is finite. But K = (K-R) u {K-S). 
is infinite, and hence if_/ # /, K-f-^Uj) is infinite. It follows t h a t / (^) is a point y of Y. Finally, suppose that Y contains a point z different from y. Let U and V be two disjoint open sets containing y and z respectively. 
i= i, d(w t , Wj) > 0. Since each w t is countable, there exists a countable subset K of (H-H')-\JtLi
Wj such that # is dense in H. Let fF = \JfL l {w;}, let 7 = X u isT, and let Z = fF u F.
We now define a topology for Z. 
